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Abstract— In this communication world, to convey 

thought/information, communication must be necessary. 

While doing this, the thought/information should be kept in 

a secret way. In the military application, the lag of secrecy 

have a chance to destroy the world too. With the help of 

hash function, the security can be achieved; by the same 

time the world can also be protected. The most common 

cryptographic uses  hash functions. The hash functions are 

used for  digital signatures and data integrity. A hash 

function is a function that takes some message of any length 

as input and transforms it into a fixed length output called a 

hash value/digest. There are many well-known hash 

functions; some of them include SHA-1, SHA-2 and SHA-3. 

SHA-3 performs the best operations than SHA-2 and SHA-

1. QUARK, a family of SHA-3 is taken. It runs a sequential 

code in parallel on a multi-core architecture. Hence the 

maximum speed may be obtained. QUARK has the family 

of U-QUARK, D-QUARK and S-QUARK. They were 

differs in  the value of pre-image resistance and 

parallelization degree. QUARK uses the sponge 

construction so it can be used for digital signature and 

message authentication. The advantage  is that it is 

necessary to minimize the amount of hardware, the power 

and energy consumption. In this paper the gate-

equivalents(GE) are reduced with the help of parallel 

processing and pipelining techniques. A hash function is 

said to be as lightweight, due to reduction in GE. QUARK 

exists by using linear feedback shift register(LFSR) and 

non-linear feedback shift register(NLFSR). NLFSR is more 

resistant to cryptanalytic attacks than LFSR. LFSR is simple 

and efficient but, it uses a serial architecture. Hence 

maximum speed is obtained for VLSI architecture. 

Key words: Hash Functions, Sponge Functions, Lightweight 

Cryptography          

I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to make the communication more secure, hash 

algorithms are used. Now a days, all are using a password in 

personal and official electronic devices. The human 

mentality is that nobody should hack the password. In the 

military application, security is the major concern. Among 

all other algorithms, hash algorithm is the best one. A hash 

function is utilized in the security layer of every 

communication protocol. In general the output(hash 

value/hash) can be used as a fixed-size representation of the 

input.  

Externally, the most obvious feature of a hash 

function is the length of its output(often called L). A hash 

function is computationally efficient in function mapping 

binary strings of arbitrary length to binary strings of some 

fixed length, called hash values. The data to be encoded is 

often called the message and the hash value is sometimes 

called the message digest or simply digest.  

Why hash functions are used in the security purpose? The 

purpose of a hash function is to produce a fingerprint of a 

file, message or other block of data.  Hash functions that 

involve a secret key and provide data origin authentication, 

as well as data integrity; these are called Message 

Authentication Codes(MACs). When hash functions are 

used to detect whether the message input has been altered, 

they are called Modification Detection Code(MDC). 

QUARK is a peer to peer crypto-currencies that 

aims to be secure by employing multiple advanced hash 

algorithms in the place of SHA-3. QUARK differs from 

other algorithm in three key ways: its proof of work 

algorithm, its block interval and its distribution model. 

QUARK generates a new block for every 30 seconds(very 

fast). Speed is the one feature where QUARK really shines.  

It is based upon the bitcoin de-centralized currency. 

It mainly differs in security, where bitcoin uses one 

algorithm, this crypto uses six hashing functions: blake, blue 

midnight wish, groestl, JH, skein and keccak. It schedules a 

task as soon as all dependencies are satisfied. The 

synchronization is avoided. It uses the shift registers for its 

unique operation.  

The serial architecture of LFSR is modified to 

parallel architecture by parallel processing and pipelining 

techniques. The maximum frequency is achieved as a result. 

In a clock pulse, three inputs are fed to a system and their 

outputs are obtained. The time also get reduced. 

Simultaneously, GE are also reduced by using cutset at 

proper place. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

A. Secure Hash Algorithm: 

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) is a family of cryptographic 

hash functions published by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology(NIST) as a U.S. Federal 

Information Processing Standard(FIPS). 

B. Quark: 

One of the most interesting alternative crypto-currencies to 

have come out of the dungeon is called Quark And Runtime 

for Kernels(QUARK). It is a family of cryptographic sponge 

functions designed for resource-constrained hardware 

environments. It minimizes area and power consumption, 

yet guarantees strong security. Most crypto currencies uses 

single hash function. QUARK is super secure and uses a 

different hashing algorithm with 9 rounds of hashing from 6 

unique hashing functions. 

C. Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR): 

A linear feedback shift register is a shift register whose 

input bit is a linear function of its previous state. The only 

linear function of single bit is XOR-ed, thus it is a shift 

register whose input bit is driven by the XOR of some bits 
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of the overall shift register value. To encrypt plaintext of 

length n, generate an n-bit sequence and XOR with the 

plaintext. An LFSR generates periodic sequence and it must 

start in a non-zero state. The maximum length of an LFSR is 

2n -1.  

The characteristic polynomial of an LFSR is a 

primitive polynomial. A maximum length sequence is 

pseudo random. The properties of LFSR is simple and 

efficient and has a balanced number of 0’s and 1’s. The 

initial value of the LFSR is called the seed. The operation of 

the register is deterministic, the stream of values produced 

by the register is completely determined by its current (or 

previous) state.  

Because the register has a finite number of possible 

states, it must eventually enter a repeating cycle. However, 

an LFSR with a well-chosen feedback function can produce 

a sequence of bits which appears random and which has a 

very long cycle.  

LFSR output streams are deterministic. If the 

present state as well as the positions of the XOR gate in the 

LFSR is known, we can predict the next state. This is not 

possible with truly random events. With minimal-length 

LFSRs, it is easy to compute the next state, as there are only 

a limited number. The output stream is reversible; an LFSR 

with mirrored taps will cycle the output sequence in reverse 

order. 

  LFSRs can be implemented in hardware, and this 

makes them useful in applications that require very fast 

generation of a pseudo-random sequence. LFSRs have long 

streams, which is used as pseudo-random number generators 

for use in stream ciphers (especially in military). However, 

an LFSR is a linear system, leading to fairly easy 

cryptanalysis. 

D. Non-Linear Feedback Shift Register (NFSR): 

A NFSR is a common component in modern stream ciphers, 

especially in RFID and smartcard applications. NFSRs are 

known to be more resistant to cryptanalytic attacks than 

Linear Feedback Shift Registers. It is known how to 

generate a n-bit NFSR of maximal length 2n, by extending a 

maximal-length LFSR with n stages; but the construction of 

other large NFSRs with guaranteed long periods remains an 

open problem. QUARK is a family of cryptographic sponge 

functions designed for resource-constrained hardware 

environment. It minimizes area and power consumption. 

QUARK uses a different hashing algorithm with 9 rounds of 

hashing from 6 unique hashing functions. QUARK has the 

advantage of more stable and less volatile. QUARK, 

composed of three instances: U-QUARK, D-QUARK, S-

QUARK. The hardware evaluation shows that quark 

compares well to previous tentative lightweight hash 

functions. The publication of QUARK at CHES 2010, other 

lightweight hash designs appeared, based on the sponge 

construction. These include PHOTON and SPONGENT. 

E. Working with Shift Registers: 

Shift registers are well-known construction in digital 

circuits, generally implemented as a simple cascade of flip-

flops. In the design of quark, we opt for an algorithm based 

on bit shift registers combined with(non-linear), Boolean 

functions, rather than for a design based on S-boxes 

combined with a linear layer(as PHOTON and 

SPONGENT).This is motivated by the simplicity of 

description , implementation and by the close-to-optimal 

area requirements. Indeed, the register serves to store the 

internal state (mandatory in any construction). The only 

extra circuit is devoted to the implementation of the 

feedback functions, which combines bits from the registers 

to compute the new bit fed into the register. These designs 

are inappropriate for direct reuse in a hash function, which 

integrates the lightweight hash quark. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Description of the Quark: 

QUARK has three proposed instances: U-QUARK, D-

QUARK, and S-QUARK. In particle physics, the U-

QUARK is lighter than the D-QUARK, which itself is 

lighter than the S-QUARK; our eponym hash functions 

compare similarly. 

 
Fig. 1: The Sponge Construction as used by QUARK 

QUARK uses the sponge construction, depicted in 

fig.1, and a b- bit permutation P(that is , a bijective function 

over {0,1}
b
). Following the notations introduced in [5], a 

QUARK instance is parametrized by a rate (or block length 

) r, a capacity c, and an output length n. The width b= r+c of 

a sponge construction is the size of its internal state. The 

internal state is denoted as, s=(s0,…,sb-1), where s0 is referred 

to as the first bit of the state.  

B. Permutation: 

QUARK uses a permutation denoted P. The internal state of 

P  is viewed as three feedback shift registers (FSRs) of two 

non-linear ones(NFSRs) of b/2 bits each, and a linear 

one(LFSR) of [log 4b] bits. 

 
Fig. 2: The Permutation of QUARK 

C. Quark Instances: 

Three different flavors of QUARK: U-QUARK, D-

QUARK. and S-QUARK.  For each rate r, capacity c, width 

b, digest length n, and its functions f, g and h will differ. 
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1) U-QUARK:  

The lightest flavor of QUARK. It was designed to provide 

128-bit pre-image resistance and at least 64-bit security 

against all other attacks, and to admit a parallelization 

degree of 9.  It has parameters r = 8, c= 128, b =136, n= 136. 

Function f : Given a 68-bit register X, f returns 

X0  + X9  + X14  + X21  + X28  + X33  + X37  + X45  + X50  + 

X52  + X55+X55 X59  + X33 X37  + X9 X15  + X45 X52 X55  + 

X21 X28 X33+X9 X28 X45 X59  + X33 X37 X52 X55  + X15 X21 

X55 X59+X37 X45 X52 X55 X59  + X9 X15 X21 X28 X33  + X21 

X28 X33 X37 X45 X52 

Function g :   Given a 68-bit register  Y , g returns 

Y0  + Y7  + Y16 + Y20 + Y30 + Y35 + Y37 + Y42 + Y49 + Y51 + 

Y54+Y54 Y58 + Y35 Y37 + Y7 Y15 + Y42 Y51 Y54 + Y20 Y30 

Y35+Y7 Y30 Y42 Y58 + Y35 Y37 Y51 Y54 + Y15 Y20 Y54 Y58+Y37 

Y42 Y51 Y54 Y58 + Y7 Y15 Y20 Y30 Y35 + Y20 Y30 Y35 Y37 Y42 

Y51 

Function h :   Given 68-bit registers  X  and Y , and a 10-bit 

register  L, h returns 

L0  + X1  + Y2  + X4  + Y10 + X25  + X31  + Y43 + X56  + 

Y59+Y3 X55  + X46 X55  + X55 Y59 + Y3 X25 X46  + Y3 X46 

X55+Y3 X46 Y59 + L0 X25 X46 Y59 + L0 X25   

2) D-QUARK:  

The  second-lightest flavor of QUARK. It was designed  to 

provide  160-bit  pre-image  resistance and  at  least  80-bit  

security  against  all other  attacks, and  to  admit  a 

parallelization degree  of 8.   It  has parameters r = 16, c = 

160, b = 176, n = 176. 

Function f : D-QUARK uses the same function  f as U-

QUARK, but  with taps  0, 11, 18, 19, 27, 36, 42, 47,58, 64, 

67, 71, 79 instead  of 0, 9, 14, 15, 21, 28, 33, 37, 45, 50, 52, 

55, 59, respectively. 

Function g : D-QUARK uses the  same function  g as U-

QUARK, but  with  taps  0, 9, 19, 20, 25, 38, 44, 47,54, 63, 

67, 69, 78 instead  of 0, 7, 15, 16, 20, 30, 35, 37, 42, 49, 51, 

54, 58, respectively. 

Function h :   Given 88-bit registers  X  and Y , and a 10-bit 

register  L, h returns 

   L0  + X1  + Y2  + X5  + Y12 + Y24 + X35  + X40  + X48  + 

Y55 + Y61 + X72  + Y79 + Y4 X68  + X57 X68  + X68 Y79 + Y4 

X35 X57  + Y4 X57 X68  + Y4 X57 Y79 + L0 X35 X57 Y79 + L0 

X35. 

3) S-QUARK:  

The heaviest  flavor of QUARK. It was designed  to provide  

224-bit  pre-image  resistance  and  at least 112-bit security  

against  all other attacks, and to admit  a parallelization 

degree of 16. It has parameters r = 32, c = 224, b = 256, n = 

256. 

Function f :S-QUARK uses the same function  f as u-Quark, 

but  with taps  0, 16, 26, 28, 39, 52, 61, 69,84, 94, 

97,103,111 instead  of 0, 9, 14, 15, 21, 28, 33, 37, 45, 50, 

52, 55, 59, respectively. 

Function g :S-QUARK uses the same function  f as u-Quark, 

but  with taps  0, 13, 28, 30, 37, 56, 65, 69,79, 92, 

96,101,109 instead  of 0, 7, 15, 16, 20, 30, 35, 37, 42, 49, 

51, 54, 58, respectively 

Function h :   Given 128-bit registers  X  and Y , and a 10-

bit register  L, h returns 

L0  + X1  + Y3  + X7  + Y18 + Y34 + X47  + X58  + Y71 + Y80 + 

X90  + Y91 + X105 + Y111  + Y8 X100 + X72 X100 + X100 Y111  + 

Y8 X47 X72  + Y8 X72 X100 + Y8 X72 Y111  + L0 X47 X72 Y111  

+ L0 X47. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The Speed can be improved by modified architecture in 

LFSR. This helps to have generation of block in quick way. 

 

Fig. 3: Output of U-Quark 

 

Fig. 4: Output of D-Quark 

 

Fig. 5: Output of S-Quark 

V. CONCLUSION 

The value of the power dissipation is increased up to 30-

60mW. 38% of the total power is devoted to switching, with 

the rest for internal power. Due to tap configuration in the 

function f, g, and h, would also increase the circuit 

complexity. Uses n-r=c. (n- length of digest, r-message 

block, c-internal state). In QUARK implementations, one 

GE(gate equivalents) is the area of a 2-input drive-one 

NAND gate. In the future work, GE are reduced by the 

parallel processing and pipelining techniques. Hence, the 

circuit complexity may be reduced; simultaneously power 

dissipated is also reduced.  The speed may be improved by 

using parallel processing. 
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